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Solids in R lation to Smoothness 

and K eping Qualities of Ice Cr run. 

There are three factors which determine the quality of 
ice cream, namely, flavor, smoothness, and keeping quality. The fla-
vor of ice cream is governed by the quality of the original cream and 

the commerical flavoring added. 11he factors governing smoothness depends 

much upon th solids the ice cre&m contains• Solids may be in the form 

of butter fat, fillers, or fruits in fruit crea~, while the keeping 

quality depends upon the ingredients entering into the ere.am such as the 

purity of cream, fl avoring, filler, fruits, etc., and the conditions 

under which the frozen products are handled. 

Ics Cream Formulas. 

~enerally sp aking, ice cream consists of cream 10 to 15 

per cent, filler (gelatin, gum tragacanth, corn starch, or various 

brands of commercial fillersJ sugar, one pound per gallon, and flavor-

ing, van illa, b ing the most commonly used. ln fruit creams the crush-

ed fruit is corn:,only used, occasionally extracts, or a combination of 

the t wo. 

ln these experimental batches of cream only a very small quan-

tity was necessary. The formula used was as follows: 

1 qua.rt of cream (the per cent fat varying . J 

6 ounces of sugar. 

1/2 ounce vanilla flavor . 
10 grams red coloring 

Filler (vs rying a.mounts of gelatin, corn starch 

and gum tragecanth.) 

ach batch of cream was frozen in a 4 quart hsnd freezer, 



• 

turning 60 timas per minute. lee end salt was used for freezing and pack-
' 

iog by weight, one fifth as much s'lt as ice. Each batch was allowed to 

harden for 18 hours after frsezing before being examined microscopically. 

Microscopic Examination of Ice Cream. 

The essential factor governing this examination was to main-

t ain the ice cream in its natural condition under favorable working 

conditions. This was accomplished most satisfactorily by using a room 

in which the temperature could be controlled and maintained at 35° to 

4u° F. After numerous trials the following device for a fre ezing 

stage was co~s tructed which proved very satisfactory. Fig 1. 

A piece of iron pipe (C} three inches in diameter wa s flat-

tened on one s ide, caps screwed upon the ends and ammonia passed through 

it by t apping these caps and connecting to ammonia s ystem by high pres-

sure ammonia pipe (A}. The circular stage (D} wa s made by att aching t wo 

circular iron pla tes lU inches in diameter, 1/2 inch apart and running 

a 3/4 inch pipe through the center. 

the larger one being used. 

This stage proved unsatisfactory, 

For examination, a thickness of about 1/8 inch of frozen 

cream was spra:Q. on glass slides. These were placed on the chilled sur-

face, the glass preventing the crys t als which formed on the freezing 

stage from passing through the cream. A Leitz binocu~ar microscope with 

camera attached was used throughout for making the photographs. 
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~ONIA PLATES UPO;J WHICH PHOl'OGRLPHS WER?: l'A;;J!li. 

In Fig. l. the Ammonia entered through pipe A returning 

through pipe B. 

Th .Amount of Solids in the Cr am Mixtur • 

Commercial ice cream makers have assumed that an increase 

in the amount o! milk olids tends to produce a smoother cream, and 

jhat this will apply also an increase brought about by the addi-

tion of fillers, binders, etc. 

The percentage of f dt in cream is the varying factor as far 

as roilk solids go, for creams with the same per cent fat will vary in 

percentage o! solids - not fat - but slightly. Therefore, the assumpt-

ion is tlut an increase in per cent fat in the cream produces a smoother 

texture; 
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Whe appearance of cream under the microscope of 

20% and 10% fat is shown in Fig. II and III. 
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Figure II. Figure III. 

Figure No. II represents cream made from 20% cream without 

any filler. Contrast with figure No. III, which contains no filler 

and 10% fat. The cream in Figure No. lI has a smooth appearance, the 

crystals being minute and evenly distributed, while in Figure No. r : I 
the crystals are large and unvvenly distributed. This difference in 

the ice fo nnation may be explained as follows. 

It is a well defined law of ~stallography that ice freezes 

in a regularly formed crystals, the size depending mainly upon the ra-

pidity of freezing. The presence of other material will naturally in-

terfere with the formation of this regular form of crystal. The agi-

tation of the cream while freezing causes the crystals to become ir-

regular and much smaller. Hence the distance between the solid parti-

cles must be less in the batch which contains the grea ter amount of 

solids. Assuming that the homogenity of the mixture remains constant 



throughout the freezing process, the space between solid parti-

cles would be less in the batch containing the most solids. 

Inasmuch as roughness in ice cre am may be due to l arge ice crystals 

or ice fo:mmation, the cream having the :larger amount of solids is 

smoother. 

From the standpoint of the ice cream maker solids may . 

be in suspension, emulsion, colloidal solution or in true solution. 

~2!!~~-!~-~~~~~~~!2~· At the present time in ice cream prac-

tice solids are seldom used in the suspended form. Uncooked starch 

is probably one of the best illustrations of a solid in such form. 

~his is on account of the laok of fineness of division, which will 

be more forcibly brought out l e.ter in this discussion. 

Emulsions. The most common emulsion met with is tm.t of f a t. ----------
~he importance of fineness of division of this solid in the emul-

sified form is shown in photographs Numbers IV and v. 

Figure No. IV lfigure No. V 



The cream in Figure Iv was composed ot 

l quart 20% cream, unhomogenized, 

6 ounces of sugar, 

1/2 " of vanilla flavor, 

10 grams of red coloring, 

The cream from which b'igure No. Y. was made being similar 

except homogenized cream used. In the process of homogenization 

the fat globules are divided into more minute globules which 

makes them more evenly distributed causing the formation of 

very minute crystals and a smoother cream. 

The crystals in Figure No. V are very minute and evenly 

distributed which is due to the evenness of the distributions 

and minuteness of the fat globules. 

~~!!~!~~!-~Q~~tiQg~~ The solids most frequently ~ound 

in ice oream in the shape of colloidal solutions ere gelatin, 

gum tragacanth, cooked str.rch, eggs, etc. The chief differ-

encs between suspension colloidal solutions and true solutions 

is the fineness of division. The following wes taken from The-

oretical and Physica.l Ohemistry as described by Bigelow: 

"We are inclineG to apply the term suspension if any indi-

cation of settling is perceptible after a short time, or if we 

think separation ~ill eventually teke plc.ce. We include under 

the head of colloids, substances dispersed through a solvent in 

p&rticles so fine they will not settle out, and yet not so fine 
but Whet , ... e can by experiment, form approximate estima.tes of 

their size." 



It will be noted that the stability of the solution depends 

upon fineness of the division. Ice cream is often held several 

days. If during this period of storage the cream is permitted 

to soften end later rehardened, the solids separate to a greater 
or less extent, permitting the water to reform in large ice crys-

tals, thus causing a coarse cream. '.J.b.e one factor, therefore, in 

a cream of good keeping que.li ties is the permanancy of solution 

of the edids in the original cream, which in turn depends mainly 

upon the fineness of division of the solids present. The value 

of fineness of division of colloidal solutions, both as to smooth-

ness and keeping qualities of ice cream is forcibly illustr6ted 

in photographs No. VII - VIII - llf - X. 

Photograph N~. VI I. hotograph NO. VIII. 



Figure No. VII was made from ice cream which had been hardened for 

14 hours. The following formula was used: 

1 quart of 15% cream, 

6 ounces of sugar, 

1/2 ounce of vanilla fls.vor, 

10 grams of red coloring 

1 ounce of gelatin, 

Figure No. VIII was made from a similar cream with one ounce of cooked 

starch ins tee. d of the ge·lE· tin a.s a fill er. 

The division of gelatin in suoh a solution is much finer than 

starch. It will be noted tha t the ice crystals in the gels.tin cream 

are sme.ller a.nd mo re regularly distributed. These creams were held 

for 72 hours during which time each was permitted to soften three times 

and was ha rdened again by freezing. 

Figure No. IX. Figure NO. x 



Figure No. IX shows the form of gelatin cream found after 

rehardening and Figure No. X demonstrates the changes bich 

occured in the st roh cream in the process of softening and 

rehErdening. It will be noted that more change has occured 

in the starch cream than the gelatin cream as the starch was 

not distributed as evenly originally and has a tendency to 

separate. 

Summary. 

1 · Smoothness and texture of ice cream ere closely associE.ted 

both with fresh nd refrozen ice cream. 

II Smoothness depends upon the amount and fineness of division 

of solids present other than those in t~ue solution, within limit ; 

th~t is, the smoothness depends upon size end distribution of ice crys-

tsls which in turn de P3Dd upon the nuinber and nearness together of 

minute solid p&rticles which interfere with crystallization snd reduee 
the size of the ice crystals. 

III Colloidal solutions of solids other than fat a re best dapt-

ed for filler in ice cream. The finer the division the better. 

IV The more complete the effiulsior of the fPts the better. The 

hornoge nizer has its applic,= ti on in this respect. 

V The keeping qualities of ~e cream depend upon the stability 

of the ''mix". Th&t is, the keeping queli ties of ice cre&m ms.de ffom 



e given misture will depend upon the disposition of the solids in 

that to separate from the liquid, Wiich in turn depend upon the 

fineness of division of the solids. The finer the division tb3 

better the keeping qualities up to the point at which the solid 

merges into ~ true solution. 
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